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Abstract
We present a general method to achieve modularity of semantic deﬁnitions of programming lan-
guages speciﬁed as rewrite theories, so that semantic rules do not have to be redeﬁned in language
extensions. We illustrate the practical use of this method by means of two language case studies:
two diﬀerent semantics for CCS, and three diﬀerent semantics for the GNU bc language.
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1 Introduction
From its early stages, rewriting logic has been understood as a semantic frame-
work particularly well suited for deﬁning the mathematical and operational se-
mantics of programming languages [22,27,19]. A semantic deﬁnition for a pro-
gramming language L takes the form of a rewrite theory RL. The mathemat-
ical semantics of L is then provided by the initial model TRL , and L’s opera-
tional semantics is provided by deductive inference in rewriting logic within the
theoryRL. That giving a rewriting semantics to a programming language is in
practice an easy way to develop executable formal deﬁnitions of programming
languages, which can then be subjected to diﬀerent tool-supported formal
analysis, is by now a well-established fact [40,2,41,37,36,25,38,8,35,39,14,15].
The rewriting logic semantics of programming languages is related to both
algebraic semantics and to structural operational semantics, in the sense of
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combining and extending both [28]. Since equational logic is a sublogic of
rewriting logic, rewriting semantics is a natural generalization of algebraic
semantics (see, e.g., [42,18,5] for early papers, [31] for the relationship with
action semantics, and [17] for a recent textbook) where the semantics of a
programming language L is axiomatized as an equational theory (ΣL, EL), so
that L’s mathematical semantics is given by the initial algebra TΣL/EL , and
its operational semantics is given by equational simpliﬁcation with the (typ-
ically Church-Rosser) equations EL. The point of this generalization is that
equational logic is well suited for specifying deterministic languages, but ill
suited for concurrent language speciﬁcation. In rewriting logic, deterministic
features are described by equations, but concurrent ones are instead described
by rewrite rules with a concurrent transition semantics.
It has also been understood from the early stages [22,27,19], that there
is a natural semantic mapping of structural operational semantics (SOS) def-
initions [34] into rewriting logic. In essence, an SOS rule is mapped to a
conditional rewrite rule [19,38,39,26,28]. Rewriting logic semantics combines
the best features of algebraic semantics and SOS in a generalized framework
that adds a crucial distinction between equations and rules (determinism vs.
concurrency) missing in each of those two formalisms. Furthermore, the agree-
ment between mathematical and operational semantics is extended to this
general setting, taking the form of a completeness theorem for rewriting logic
[22,6].
Rewriting logic’s distinction between equations and rules is of more than
academic interest. The point is that, since rewriting with rules R takes place
modulo the equations E [22], only the rules R contribute to the size of a sys-
tem’s state space, which can be drastically smaller than if all axioms had been
given as rules. This observation, combined with the fact that rewriting logic
has several high-performance implementations [1,16,11] and associated formal
veriﬁcation tools [12,20], means that we can use rewriting logic language deﬁ-
nitions to obtain practical interpreters and language analysis tools essentially
for free. For example, in the JavaFAN formal analysis tool [14,15], the se-
mantics of Java and the JVM are deﬁned as rewrite theories in Maude, which
are then used to perform formal analysis such as symbolic simulation, search,
and LTL model checking of Java programs with a performance that compares
favorably with that of other Java analysis tools.
Internal advances within rewriting logic have substantially increased its
expressive power for programming language semantics purposes, leading to
very succinct and expressive semantic rules, which can be executed in current
language implementations. Relevant developments in this regard include:
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• expressive typed equational logics, such as membership equational logic
(MEL) [24];
• executability of rewrite rules with rewrites in conditions under very general
assumptions [10];
• ﬁne control of rewriting by allowing certain arguments to be frozen [6]; and
• language support for rewriting strategies, both at the object-level [1,21], and
at the metalevel [13,9].
This paper proposes a further advance, namely a general method for mak-
ing the rewriting semantics of programming languages modular, in the sense
that extending a language with new features does not require redeﬁning the
previous semantic rules. Our work is inspired by Peter Mosses’ modular struc-
tural operational semantics (MSOS) [32,33,30], and builds upon previous joint
work with Hermann Haeusler and Peter Mosses on mapping MSOS speciﬁca-
tions to rewriting logic [3,2,4]. Our approach has some similarities and some
diﬀerences compared with the MSOS approach. On the one hand, we share
with MSOS the idea of using record inheritance to easily allow adding new
semantic entities to a language deﬁnition without having to change the seman-
tic rules; this is achieved in our case by associative-commutative matching, a
technique that had already been used to make rewrite rules modular and ex-
tensible in Maude’s object-oriented modules [23]. On the other hand, there are
some diﬀerences with MSOS. First of all, MSOS is a substantial and novel
semantic framework, extending the original SOS framework [34] in highly
nontrivial ways. By contrast, we only propose a modular methodology, which
does not change in any way the rewriting logic framework. A second diﬀerence
comes from our systematic use of abstract interfaces, a theme considerably less
developed in SOS.
The goals of this paper are quite modest, namely: (1) to explain our
methodology and its general principles; and (2) to illustrate its practical use-
fulness by means of concrete case studies. Other important topics are left out,
including: (1) a detailed discussion of the relationships between SOS and
rewriting logic (for which we refer to [19,38,39,28] and to our companion pa-
per [26]); and (2) the precise relationship between MSOS and our proposed
methodology, which is discussed in detail in [26]. We can however summa-
rize that relationship by stating that there is a semantics-preserving mapping
τ : S → τ(S) transforming an MSOS speciﬁcation S into a rewrite theory
τ(S) satisfying our modularity requirements. The translation τ could be used
in practice to build an execution environment for MSOS speciﬁcations in a
language such as Maude [11].
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides prerequisites
about MEL and the generalized rewriting logic over MEL of [6]. Section 3 ex-
plains our methodology; and Section 4 discusses two language case studies that
we have developed in detail, namely two diﬀerent modular semantics for CCS
[29], and three modular semantics for the GNU bc language. Full executable
speciﬁcations, as well as sample evaluations of programs in both languages,
can be found in http://formal.cs.uiuc.edu/meseguer/modular.
2 MEL and Generalized Rewriting Logic
This section gathers basic prerequisites about membership equational logic
and generalized rewriting logic. Maude 2.0 [11], the language used to specify
our case studies, supports all the logical features of MEL and rewriting logic
described in this section, with a syntax almost identical to the mathematical
notation.
Membership equational logic (MEL) [24] is a typed equational logic in
which data are ﬁrst classiﬁed by kinds and then further classiﬁed by sorts,
with each kind k having an associated set Sk of sorts, so that a datum having
a kind but not a sort is understood as an error or undeﬁned element. Given
a MEL signature Σ, we write TΣ,k and TΣ(X)k to denote respectively the
set of ground Σ-terms of kind k and of Σ-terms of kind k over variables in
X, where X = {x1 : k1, . . . , xn : kn} is a set of kinded variables. Atomic
formulae have either the form t = t′ (Σ-equation) or t : s (Σ-membership)
with t, t′ ∈ TΣ(X)k and s ∈ Sk; and Σ-sentences are universally quantiﬁed
Horn clauses on such atomic formulae. A MEL theory is then a pair (Σ, E)
with E a set of Σ-sentences.
We present the general version of rewrite theories over MEL theories de-
ﬁned in [6]. A rewrite theory is a tuple R = (Σ, E, φ, R) consisting of: (i) a
MEL theory (Σ, E); (ii) a function φ : Σ → ℘f(N) assigning to each function
symbol f : k1 · · · kn → k in Σ a set φ(f) ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of frozen argument posi-
tions; (iii) a set R of (universally quantiﬁed) labeled conditional rewrite rules
q having the general form
(∀X) q : t → t′ if
∧
i∈I ui = u
′
i ∧
∧
j∈J vj : sj ∧
∧
l∈L wl → w
′
l (1)
where for appropriate kinds k and kl in K, t, t
′ ∈ TΣ(X)k and wl, w
′
l ∈ TΣ(X)kl
for l ∈ L.
The function φ speciﬁes which arguments of a function symbol f cannot
be rewritten, which are called frozen positions. Note that if the ith position of
f is frozen, then in f(t1, . . . , tn) any subterm of ti becomes also frozen. That
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• Reﬂexivity. For each t ∈ TΣ(X), (∀X) t −→ t
• Equality.
(∀X) u −→ v E  (∀X)u = u′ E  (∀X)v = v′
(∀X) u′ −→ v′
• Congruence. For each f : k1 . . . kn −→ k in Σ, with {1, . . . , n} − φ(f) =
{j1, . . . , jm}, with ti ∈ TΣ(X)ki, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and with t
′
jl
∈ TΣ(X)kjl ,
1 ≤ l ≤ m,
(∀X) tj1 −→ t
′
j1 . . . (∀X) tjm −→ t
′
jm
(∀X) f(t1, . . . , tj1, . . . , tjm, . . . , tn) −→ f(t1, . . . , t
′
j1
, . . . , t′jm, . . . , tn)
• Replacement. For each ﬁnite substitution θ : X −→ TΣ(Y ) with, say,
X = {x1, . . . , xn}, and θ(xe) = pe, 1 ≤ e ≤ n, and for each rule in R of the
form,
q : (∀X) t −→ t′ if (
∧
i
ui = u
′
i) ∧ (
∧
j
vj : sj) ∧ (
∧
l
wl −→ w
′
l)
with Z = {xj1 , . . . , xjm} the set of unfrozen variables in t and t
′, then,
(
∧
r
(∀Y ) pjr −→ p
′
jr)
(
∧
i(∀Y ) θ(ui) = θ(u
′
i)) ∧ (
∧
j(∀Y ) θ(vj) : sj) ∧ (
∧
l(∀Y ) θ(wl) −→ θ(w
′
l))
(∀Y ) θ(t) −→ θ′(t′)
where for x ∈ X−Z, θ′(x) = θ(x), and for xjr ∈ Z, θ
′(xjr) = p
′
jr , 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
• Transitivity
(∀X) t1 −→ t2 (∀X) t2 −→ t3
(∀X) t1 −→ t3
Fig. 1. Deduction rules for rewriting logic.
is, the freezing idea extends to subterms and in particular to variables. Given
two terms t, t′ we can then deﬁne the sets φ(t, t′) and ν(t, t′) of their frozen
(resp. unfrozen) variables (see [6]).
Given a rewrite theory R = (Σ, E, φ, R), a sequent of R is a pair of (uni-
versally quantiﬁed) terms of the same kind t, t′, denoted (∀X)t → t′ with
X = {x1 : k1, . . . , xn : kn} a set of kinded variables and t, t
′ ∈ TΣ(X)k for some
k. We say that R entails the sequent (∀X) t → t′, and write R  (∀X) t → t′,
if the sequent (∀X) t → t′ can be obtained by means of the inference rules
in Figure 1. Reﬂexivity, Transitivity, and Equality are the usual rules
for idle rewrites, concatenation of rewrites, and rewriting modulo the MEL
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theory E. Congruence allows rewriting the arguments of a generalized oper-
ator, subject to the condition that frozen arguments must stay idle. However,
any unfrozen argument can still be concurrently rewritten, as expressed by the
rewrites in the premise. Replacement characterizes the concurrent applica-
tion of a rewrite rule in its most general form (1). It speciﬁes that for any
rewrite rule q ∈ R and for any (kind-preserving) substitution θ such that the
condition of q is satisﬁed, then it is possible to apply the rewrite q to θ(t).
Moreover, if θ′ is a second (kind-preserving) substitution for the variables in
X such that θ and θ′ coincide on all frozen variables x ∈ φ(t, t′), while the
rewrites (∀Y ) θ(x) → θ′(x) are provable for the unfrozen variables x ∈ ν(t, t′),
then such nested rewrites can be applied concurrently with q.
3 Modular Rewriting Semantics
Modularity is only meaningful in the context of an incremental speciﬁcation,
where syntax and corresponding semantic axioms are introduced for groups of
related features. We can describe an incremental presentation of the syntax of
a programming language L as an indexed family of syntax deﬁnitions {Li}i∈I ,
where the index set I is a poset with a top element 	, such that: (i) if i ≤ j,
then Li ⊆ Lj, and (ii) L = L. An incremental rewriting semantics for
L is then an indexed family of rewrite theories {RLi}i∈I , with RLi deﬁning
the semantics of the language fragment Li. Modularity of the incremental
rewriting semantics {RLi = (Σi, Ei, φi, Ri)}i∈I means in essence two things.
First of all, it should satisfy the following monotonicity property: if i ≤ j,
then there is a theory inclusion RLi ⊆ RLj . This is not easy to achieve in
SOS, in the sense that typical SOS deﬁnitions are often nonmonotonic (see
[30]). However, one can always achieve monotonicity a posteriori, once one
has reached –perhaps after many changes to the axioms– the deﬁnition of the
top module RL. One can then just carve out new submodules of RL for
each of the language fragments Li which will then have the “right” axioms.
This is a cheat, as can be recognized by the typical inability to inherit those
axioms when a quite diﬀerent new feature is added in a further extension.
That is why, besides monotonicity, we need the second requirement of
extensibility. Extensibility means that the rewrite rules have been deﬁned
in the most abstract and general way possible, so that when we extend a
language with new features the previous rules do not have to be modiﬁed, and
therefore the extension can be made in a monotonic way. In this way, the
semantics of each language feature can be deﬁned once and for all, so that we
do not have to retract earlier semantic deﬁnitions in a later language extension.
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This of course also means that modular semantic deﬁnitions can be reused on
a feature by feature basis, so that a large part (or all) of the semantics of
a new language could then be easily deﬁned by just renaming the modules
deﬁning its features’ syntax according to the concrete syntax of choice. One
is therefore interested in methods to develop incremental rewriting semantics
deﬁnitions of programming languages that are as modular as possible, in both
the monotonic and extensible senses.
The method we propose uses pairs, called conﬁgurations; the ﬁrst compo-
nent is the program text, and the second a record with the diﬀerent semantic
entities that change as the program is computed. That is, we organize all
the semantic entities associated to a program’s computation in a record data
structure. For example, one of the record’s ﬁelds may be the store, another the
environment of declarations, and yet another the traces left by a concurrent
process’ execution. We can specify conﬁgurations in Maude with the follow-
ing membership equational theory (a functional module importing the RECORD
module shown later in protecting mode, that is, adding no more data (“no
junk”) and no new equalities (“no confusion”) to records; the ctor keyword
indicates a constructor):
fmod CONF is
protecting RECORD .
sorts Program Conf .
op <_,_> : Program Record -> Conf [ctor] .
endfm
The ﬁrst key modularity technique is record inheritance, which is accom-
plished through pattern matching modulo associativity, commutativity, and
identity. Features added later to a language may necessitate adding new
semantic components to the record; but the axioms of older features can
be given once and for all in full generality: they will apply just the same
with new components in the record. Here is the Maude speciﬁcation of the
membership equational theory of records. Note Maude’s convention of iden-
tifying kinds with connected components in the subsort inclusion poset, and
naming them as equivalence classes of sorts in such components. For exam-
ple, [PreRecord] denotes the kind determined by the connected component
{Field,PreRecord}.
fmod RECORD is
sorts Index Component Field PreRecord Record Truth .
subsort Field < PreRecord .
op tt : -> Truth .
op null : -> PreRecord [ctor] .
op _,_ : PreRecord PreRecord -> PreRecord [ctor assoc comm id: null] .
op _:_ : [Index] [Component] -> [Field] [ctor] .
op {_} : [PreRecord] -> [Record] [ctor] .
op duplicated : [PreRecord] -> [Truth] .
var I : Index . vars C C’ : Component . var PR : PreRecord .
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eq duplicated((I : C),(I : C’), PR) = tt .
cmb {PR} : Record if duplicated(PR) =/= tt .
endfm
A Field is deﬁned as a pair of an Index and a Component. For any sort,
say Field, the sort in brackets, say [Field], denotes the corresponding kind
containing that sort and any other sorts related to it in the subsort inclusion
ordering. Meaningful expressions that cannot be given a sort, e.g., 7/0, have
a kind. For example, illegal index-component pairs will be expressions of kind
[Field]. A PreRecord is a possibly empty (null) multiset of ﬁelds, formed
with the union operator , which is declared to be associative (assoc), com-
mutative (comm) and to have null as its identity (id). Maude will then apply
all equations and rules modulo such equational axioms [11]. Note the condi-
tional membership (cmb) deﬁning a Record as an “encapsulated” PreRecord
with no duplicated ﬁelds.
Record inheritance means that we can always consider a record with more
ﬁelds as a special case of one with fewer ﬁelds. For example, a record with
an environment component indexed by env and a store component indexed
by st can be viewed as a special case of a record with just the environment
component. Matching modulo associativity, commutativity, and identity sup-
ports record inheritance, because we can always use an extra variable PR of
sort PreRecord to match any extra ﬁelds the record may have. For example,
a function get-env extracting the environment component can be deﬁned by
eq get-env({env : E , PR}) = E .
and will apply to records with any extra ﬁelds that are matched by PR.
The second key modularity technique is the systematic use of abstract
interfaces. That is, the sorts specifying key syntactic and semantic entities
(for example, Program, Store, Env) are abstract sorts for which we:
• only specify the abstract functions manipulating them, that is, a given sig-
nature, or interface, of abstract sorts and functions; no axioms are speciﬁed
about such functions at the level of abstract sorts;
• in a language speciﬁcation no concrete syntactic or semantic sorts are ever
identiﬁed with abstract sorts: they are always either speciﬁed as subsorts
of corresponding abstract sorts, or mapped to abstract sorts by coercions;
it is only at the level of such concrete sorts that axioms about abstract or
auxiliary functions are speciﬁed.
This means that we make no a priori ontological commitments as to the na-
ture of the syntactic or semantic entities. It also means that, since the only
commitments ever made happen always at the level of concrete sorts, one re-
mains forever free to introduce new meaning and structure in any language
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extension.
A third modularity technique regards the form of the rules. We require
that the rewrite rules in the rewrite theories RLi are semantic rules
〈f(t1, . . . , tn), u〉 −→ 〈t
′, u′〉 if C,
where f is a language feature, e.g., if-then-else, u and u′ are record expres-
sions and u contains a variable PR of sort PreRecord standing for unspeciﬁed
additional ﬁelds and allowing the rule to match by record inheritance. In
addition, the following information hiding discipline should be followed in
u, u′, and in any record expressions appearing in C: besides basic record syn-
tax, only function symbols appearing in the abstract interfaces of some of the
record’s ﬁelds can appear in record expressions; any auxiliary functions deﬁned
in concrete sorts of those ﬁeld’s components should never be mentioned. This
information hiding makes the rules highly extensible, because the concrete
representations of the auxiliary semantic entities can be changed or extended
without having to change the rules at all.
The combination of these three techniques can be of great help in making
semantic deﬁnitions modular and easily extensible. That is, we can develop in
this way modular incremental semantic deﬁnitions for a language L as a poset-
indexed hierarchy {RLi = (Σi, Ei, φi, Ri)}i∈I of rewrite theory inclusions, with
the full language deﬁnition as the top theory in the hierarchy and with the
theory CONF —which contains RECORD— as the bottom of the hierarchy. By
following the methods described above, such a modular deﬁnition will then be
much more easily extensible than if such methods had not been followed. We
illustrate this ease of extensibility by means of two case studies in Section 4.
An important variant of our approach is to choose the mel sublogic of
rewriting logic as the logical framework in which to deﬁne the semantics of a
language. This gives us algebraic semantics as a special case of rewriting logic
semantics. Of course, in this case the semantics is no longer given by rewrite
rules, but by conditional equations of the form,
〈f(t1, . . . , tn), u〉 = 〈t
′, u′〉 if C.
This variant makes our modularity techniques available also for algebraic se-
mantics. In fact, as explained in the Introduction and in [28], the best ap-
proach in rewriting logic semantics is to combine the equational and the rewrit-
ing variants of the modular language speciﬁcation methodology just described.
This is most natural in a rewriting logic context, because of its explicit distinc-
tion between equations and rules. It allows us to use the right kind of axiom
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for each feature: equations for deterministic features, and rules for concurrent
ones.
3.1 Controlling Rewrite Steps in Conditions
As illustrated by the CCS example in Section 4.1, sometimes one is interested
in giving a quite detailed “small step” semantics for a programming language.
In such cases, it becomes important to control the number of steps of rewrites
in the conditions of a rule. Note that in a rewrite rule
Q −→ Q′ if P1 −→ P
′
1
∧ . . . ∧ Pn −→ P
′
n,
because of the Reﬂexivity and Transitivity inference rules of rewriting logic
(see Figure 1 in Section 2) the rewrites Pi −→ P
′
i in the condition are con-
siderably more general: they can have zero, one, or more steps of rewriting.
The point is that, by deﬁnition, in rewriting logic all ﬁnitary computations
are always derivable as sequents. Suppose that we want to give a “small step”
rewriting semantics to a language so that rewrites in conditions are always
one-step rewrites. How can we achieve this in a general way? We present a
method that will work for any of the rewrite theories speciﬁed according to
our modular methodology:
(i) We extend the module CONF to a system module (rewrite theory):
mod RCONF is extending CONF .
op {_,_} : [Program] [Record] -> [Conf] [ctor] .
op [_,_] : [Program] [Record] -> [Conf] [ctor] .
vars P P’ : Program . vars R R’ : Record .
crl [step] : < P , R > => < P’ , R’ > if { P , R } => [ P’ , R’ ] .
endm
(ii) Each semantic rewrite rule is of the form,
{t, u} −→ [t′, u′] if {v1, w1} −→ [v
′
1
, w′
1
] ∧ . . . ∧ {vn, wn} −→ [v
′
n, w
′
n] ∧ C,
(2)
where n ≥ 0, and C is a (possibly empty) equational condition involving
only equations and memberships.
Note that a rewrite theory R containing only RCONF and rules of the form
(2) will be such that any proof of a rewrite
R  〈v, w〉 −→ 〈v′, w′〉
can be expressed (up to the equational equivalence of proofs deﬁned in [6]) as
either an application of the Equality and Reﬂexivity inference rules, or as
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repeated applications (no application if n = 1) of the Transitivity rule (see
Section 2) to proofs of rewrites of the form,
〈v, w〉 = 〈v0, w0〉 −→ 〈v1, w1〉 −→ . . . 〈vn−1, wn−1〉 −→ 〈vn, wn〉 = 〈v
′, w′〉,
(3)
where each rewrite in the sequence is obtained by application of the Replace-
ment inference rule to the step rule, and by Equality. Of course, any such
application of the step rule exactly mimics a one-step rewrite with a rule of
the form (2) in its condition, so the sequences (3) are the ﬁnitary computations.
Of course, we have now an intrinsically more expressive way of controlling
the number of steps in conditions, so that we are not restricted to specify-
ing conditional rules with one-step rewrite conditions. We can, for example,
specify a rule requiring one step in its ﬁrst condition, one or more steps in its
second condition, and zero or more steps in its third condition by a rule (with
x a variable of sort Program, and y of sort Record):
{f(t1, . . . , tn), u} −→ [t
′
, u
′] if
{v1, w1} −→ [v
′
1, w
′
1] ∧ {v2, w2} −→ [x, y] ∧ 〈x, y〉 −→ 〈v
′
2, w
′
2〉 ∧ 〈v3, w3〉 −→ 〈v
′
3, w
′
3〉.
4 Modular Rewriting Semantics in Practice
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. The practical use of a methodol-
ogy must be demonstrated by convincing case studies. Here we discuss two
examples of quite diﬀerent ﬂavor: CCS [29], and bc. The GNU bc language is
essentially a subset of C well suited for numerical computation that is part of
the Linux distribution and therefore is a real, yet medium-sized, language. An-
other nontrivial case study on the use of our methodology, namely a rewriting
logic semantics of Concurrent ML can be found in [7].
4.1 Modular Rewriting Semantics of CCS
We give a straightforward semantics to CCS [29] in our framework. Two
features of our speciﬁcation are worth noting. First, it does not require any
extensions to the syntax of CCS processes, whereas a supersort extending
the Process sort with additional syntax was used in previous rewriting logic
speciﬁcations of CCS to handle traces [19,41] (we instead deal with traces
in the record). Secondly, our semantic rules are very generally extensible.
We illustrate this by the extension to a weak transition semantics in which
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silent “τ” steps are disregarded: no changes whatsoever are needed in the
CCS semantic rules, and no extra rules have to be added. By contrast, the
traditional CCS treatment requires deﬁning a new relation (denoted ⇒) for
weak transitions, and the extension in [41], though modular, required extra
semantic rules dealing explicitly with the weak equivalence itself (we instead
identify equivalent traces equationally in the record). Another extensibility
aspect implicit in the form of our rules is that totally new features, such as
imperative constructs, could easily be added to CCS without requiring any
changes in our semantic rules. This would be clearly impossible with the
standard SOS rules (see Section 2.5 in [29]) and with the rules in [41].
The main module specifying the CCS semantics is CCS-SEMANTICS. Since
we are interested in a small-step semantics, the module RCONF from Section
3.1 is imported. There are two ﬁelds in the record of semantic entities: a
trace of actions, with index tr, and an environment, with index env, keeping
the context of (possibly recursive) deﬁnitions of process names. The trace
component uses a list of actions from the module ACTION-LIST, whereas the
environment component uses sets of process deﬁnitions, called contexts, and
deﬁned in the module CCS-CONTEXT. Our Maude syntax for actions, processes
and contexts follows that in [41]. The key module is of course CCS-SEMANTICS,
which we later extend to WEAK-CCS-SEMANTICS.
fmod ACTION is
protecting QID .
sorts Label Act .
subsorts Qid < Label < Act .
op tau : -> Act .
op ~_ : Label -> Label [prec 10] .
eq ~ ~ l:Label = l:Label .
endfm
fmod PROCESS is
protecting ACTION .
sorts ProcessId Process .
subsorts Qid < ProcessId < Process .
op 0 : -> Process .
op _._ : Act Process -> Process [prec 25] .
op _+_ : Process Process -> Process [assoc comm prec 35] .
op _|_ : Process Process -> Process [assoc comm prec 30] .
op _[_/_] : Process Label Label -> Process [prec 20] .
op _\_ : Process Label -> Process [prec 20] .
endfm
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fmod CCS-CONTEXT is
extending PROCESS .
sort Context .
op _=def_ : ProcessId Process -> Context [prec 40] .
op none : -> Context .
op _&_ : Context Context -> Context [assoc comm id: none prec 42] .
op dupl : [Context] -> [Bool] .
var x : ProcessId .
var p p’ : Process .
var c : Context .
eq dupl(x =def p & x =def p’ & c) = true .
endfm
fmod ACTION-LIST is
protecting ACTION .
sort ActList .
subsort Act < ActList .
op mt : -> ActList .
op __ : ActList ActList -> ActList [ctor assoc id: mt] .
endfm
mod CCS-SEMANTICS is
protecting CCS-CONTEXT .
including RCONF .
protecting ACTION-LIST .
sorts Trace Env .
subsort Process < Program .
subsorts Trace Env < Component .
ops tr env : -> Index .
op nil : -> Trace . *** abstract interface
op _;_ : Trace Act -> Trace . *** abstract interface
op def : [ProcessId] [Env] -> [Process] . *** abstract interface
op [_] : ActList -> Trace [ctor] . *** concrete sort coercion
op {_} : [Context] -> [Env] [ctor] . *** concrete sort coercion
vars l m : Label .
var a : Act .
vars p p’ q q’ : Process .
var x : ProcessId .
var t : Trace .
var e : Env .
var c : Context .
vars al al’ : ActList .
vars pr pr’ pr’’ : PreRecord .
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mb (tr : t) : Field .
mb (env : e) : Field .
cmb {c} : Env if dupl(c) =/= true .
eq [al] ; a = [al a] .
ceq def(x,{x =def p & c}) = p if {x =def p & c} : Env .
*** Prefix
rl {a . p,{(tr : t), pr}} => [p,{(tr : t ; a) , pr}] .
*** Summation
crl {p + q,{(tr : t), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : t ; a), pr’}]
if {p,{(tr : nil), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; a), pr’}] .
*** Composition
crl {p | q,{(tr : t), pr}} => [p’ | q,{(tr : t ; a), pr’}]
if {p,{(tr : nil), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; a), pr’}] .
crl {p | q,{(tr : t), pr}} => [p’ | q’,{(tr : t ; tau), pr’’}]
if {p,{(tr : nil), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; l), pr’}] /\
{q,{(tr : nil), pr’}} => [q’,{(tr : nil ; (~ l)), pr’’}] .
*** Restriction
crl {p \ l,{(tr : t), pr}} => [(p’ \ l),{(tr : t ; a), pr’}]
if {p,{(tr : nil), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; a), pr’}] /\
a =/= l /\ a =/= ~ l .
*** Relabeling
crl {p[m / l],{(tr : t), pr}} => [(p’[m / l]), {(tr : t ; m), pr’}]
if {p,{(tr : nil),pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; l),pr’}] .
crl {p[m / l],{(tr : t), pr}} => [(p’[m / l]),{(tr : t ; (~ m)), pr’}]
if {p,{(tr : nil),pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; (~ l)),pr’}] .
crl {p[m / l],{(tr : t), pr}} => [(p’[m / l]),{(tr : t ; a),pr’}]
if {p,{(tr : nil), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; a), pr’}] /\
a =/= l /\ a =/= ~ l .
*** Definition
crl {x,{(tr : t),(env : e), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : t ; a),(env : e), pr’}]
if p := def(x,e) /\
{p,{(tr : nil),(env : e), pr}} => [p’,{(tr : nil ; a),(env : e), pr’}] .
endm
Note the use of the “matching equation” p := def(x,context) in the last
rule’s condition. In Maude 2.0 one can introduce new variables in an equa-
tional condition (written then with syntax := and called a matching equation)
provided the lefthand side of the equation is a pattern (a variable or a con-
structor term) whose new variables are then instantiated by matching the
righthand side, after it has been reduced to canonical form.
This example illustrates three key points about our methodology. The
ﬁrst point is the use of record inheritance to make the rules as general and
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as extensible as possible. Note that in the semantic rules we leave open the
possibility that new ﬁelds might be added to the record in a language extension
of CCS by using variables of sort PreRecord for those possible extra ﬁelds;
also, in conditional rules we leave open the possibility that in a future extension
–adding for example imperative features to CCS processes– when computing
a subexpression of a process expression some of those extra ﬁelds could be
modiﬁed, something that does not happen in CCS itself.
The second point is that concrete semantic sorts –in this case the sorts
ActList and Context– are never identiﬁed with abstract sorts –in this case
Trace and Env. Instead, they are always either speciﬁed as subsorts of corre-
sponding abstract sorts, or, as in this example, are mapped to abstract sorts
by coercions. In this case we have used the coercions
op [_] : ActList -> Trace [ctor] . *** concrete sort coercion
op {_} : [Context] -> [Env] [ctor] . *** concrete sort coercion
where the use of kinds for the second coercion indicates that it is a partial
function, since an environment is only well-typed if a process name does not
have two diﬀerent deﬁnitions in it. Indeed, this requirement is imposed by
a conditional membership, using the auxiliary predicate dupl (also a partial
function) in its condition.
The third, closely related point is the strict adherence to the information
hiding discipline by which any record expressions appearing in semantic rules
only use function symbols appearing in the abstract interfaces, so that any
auxiliary functions deﬁned in concrete sorts are never mentioned. In this
example the abstract interface is provided by the functions
op nil : -> Trace . *** abstract interface
op _;_ : Trace Act -> Trace . *** abstract interface
op def : [ProcessId] [Env] -> [Process] . *** abstract interface
which are the only functions used in the semantic rules: no functions from the
ACTION-LIST or CCS-CONTEXT modules (where the concrete sorts for semantic
entities are deﬁned) are ever mentioned in the rules. Adherence to these
principles is key for modular extensibility.
Suppose that now we want to deﬁne a weak transition semantics for CCS in
which τ steps become unobservable. In CCS theory this is denoted by labeled
transitions P
a
=⇒ P ′, allowing several τ steps before or after an observable
action a. The extension is almost trivial and totally modular: we only need
to introduce a new constructor from ActList to Trace corresponding to these
new traces in which τ steps are ignored, and deﬁne their trace equivalence
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and the meaning of the abstract “right-cons” function by means of two simple
equations.
mod WEAK-CCS-SEMANTICS is
extending CCS-SEMANTICS .
op <_> : ActList -> Trace [ctor] . *** concrete sort coercion
vars al al’ : ActList .
var a : Act .
eq < al tau al’ > = < al al’ > .
eq < al > ; a = < al a > .
endm
Note that no changes whatsoever are required in the semantic rules. In fact,
in the WEAK-CCS-SEMANTICS module both the original transition semantics and
the weak transition semantics are available: they only depend on the initial
state chosen for the record. If we want to compute with a process P according
to the original transition semantics, the initial conﬁguration will be of the form
< P,{(tr : [mt]),(env : e)} >, for e the chosen environment of process
deﬁnitions. Instead, if we want to compute with the weak transition seman-
tics, we will use the initial conﬁguration < P,{(tr : < mt >),(env : e)} >.
Note that both of these initial conﬁgurations are syntactically diﬀerent from
–indeed, will never match– the initial conﬁguration patterns of the general
form < p,{(tr : nil),pr > that are used in some conditions of the seman-
tic rules: such conditions are totally impervious to changes in the internal
representations of the concrete traces or environments, and will furthermore
accommodate the addition of any other ﬁelds to the record.
All speciﬁcations for this example –as well as a collection of CCS process
expressions for evaluation in Maude using such speciﬁcations and the search
command– can be found in http://formal.cs.uiuc.edu/meseguer/modular.
4.2 Modular Rewriting Semantics of bc
In this section we discuss the application of our techniques to the speciﬁcation
of three diﬀerent semantics for the GNU bc language: a standard rewriting
semantics, a language extension with annotations for physical units, and an
equational semantics. We illustrate the ideas with sample speciﬁcation frag-
ments. Complete modular speciﬁcations for the three semantics of bc can be
found in the ﬁles bc-rules.maude, units.maude, and equational-bc.maude
at http://formal.cs.uiuc.edu/meseguer/modular.
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The GNU bc language is an arbitrary precision calculator language whose
syntax can essentially be regarded as a subset of the C language. The follow-
ing deﬁnition of the recursive factorial function illustrates the bc syntax for
function deﬁnitions.
define f (x) {
if (x <= 1) return (1);
return (f(x-1) * x);
}
In our modular rewriting semantics speciﬁcation of bc in bc-rules.maude,
the record has two main components: an environment and a store. Therefore,
variables in bc are simply environment bindings of variables identiﬁers to store
locations. 1 Applying the information-hiding principles, so that only abstract
functions are mentioned in semantic rules, ensures that the actual details of:
(i) how a new memory location is created; (ii) a location’s structure; and (iii)
how a location is bound to an identiﬁer in the environment are left open by the
speciﬁcation of the semantic rules for memory-related bc language constructs.
For example, the semantic rules that specify the meaning of assignment and
variable evaluation make use of abstract functions in the interface of an ab-
stract data type for an extensible memory model (this is illustrated later with
the units extension) based on an environment and a store. The ontological
commitments (i)–(iii) are only made at the level of concrete subsorts below
the abstract sorts for stores and environments.
The following Maude rule speciﬁes the evaluation of SV:SimpleVar = E:Expr
which is an assignment to a non-array variable (SimpleVar) of the value result-
ing from the evaluation of the expression (E:Expr).
crl < SV:SimpleVar = E:Expr ; B:Block , {(env : E:Env),(st : S:Store),
PR:PreRecord } > =>
< C:Comp , {(env : E:Env),(st : S’’’:Store),PR’’:PreRecord } >
if < E:Expr , {(env : E:Env),(st : S:Store),PR:PreRecord } > =>
< SV:SVal, {(env : E:Env),(st : S’:Store),PR’:PreRecord } > /\
< E’:Env , S’’:Store > :=
update-env-st(E:Env, S’:Store, SV:SimpleVar, SV:SVal) /\
< B:Block , {(env : E’:Env),(st : S’’:Store),PR’:PreRecord } > =>
< C:Comp, {(env : E’:Env),(st : S’’’:Store),PR’’:PreRecord } > .
After the evaluation of an assignment the environment should remain the
same as it was before the evaluation. Therefore the scope that follows the
assignment (B:Block) should be evaluated within the environment available
before the evaluation of the assignment (E:Env) extended with a new binding
1 For this well-known method of specifying variables in imperative languages see, e.g.,
Plotkin [34].
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from the bc variable (SV:SimpleVar) to the location that has the value produced
from the evaluation of the expression E:Expr (VL:Value). This process is all
encapsulated inside the abstract function update-env-st. Additional equations
specifying the semantics of update-env-st on concrete environment and store
representations deﬁne the behavior of update-env-st on such representations,
specifying, for instance, how a new store location should be created.
Another example illustrating the use of abstract functions is the rule for
the speciﬁcation of function deﬁnitions, shown next.
crl < define F:SimpleVar(P:SimpleVarList){auto A:VarList ; B:Block } ;
Q:Block ,
{ (env : E:Env), PR:PreRecord } > =>
< C:Comp , {(env : E:Env), PR’:PreRecord } >
if E’:Env := override(E:Env, F:SimpleVar,
lambda(P:SimpleVarList ; A:VarList ; B:Block)) /\
< Q:Block , {(env : E’:Env),PR:PreRecord } > =>
< C:Comp , {(env : E’:Env),PR’:PreRecord } > .
The rule speciﬁes that the program (Q:Block) that follows the deﬁnition of
the function (F:SimpleVar) should be evaluated within the environment avail-
able before the function deﬁnition extended with a new binding between the
function name and a function abstraction (lambda(P:SimpleVarList ; A:VarList
; B:Block)) formed by the function’s formal parameters (P:SimpleVarList), lo-
cal variables (A:VarList) and function body (B:Block). The actual construction
of the new binding is encapsulated inside the override abstract function. Its
concrete implementation is given by the concrete environment. Note that
the environment (E:Env) before the function declaration is the same after the
function declaration since, by deﬁnition, there should be no side-eﬀects to
the environment, as opposed to the store. To cope with this technicality the
program after the function declaration (Q:Block) is evaluated, in the rule con-
dition, with the environment extended with the function declaration (E’:Env).
Yet another example is the semantic rule for function calls. The Maude
rule for function calls in bc is shown below.
crl < F:SimpleVar ( EL:ExprList ), {(env : E:Env),(st : S:Store),
PR:PreRecord} > =>
< C:Comp , {(env : E:Env), (st : N’:Store),(PR’’:PreRecord)} >
if eval(EL:ExprList, {(env : E:Env),(st : S:Store),PR:PreRecord}) =>
er(VL:ValueList, {(env : E:Env),(st : S’:Store),PR’:PreRecord}) /\
lambda(P:SimpleVarList ; A:VarList ; B:Block) :=
find(E:Env, F:SimpleVar) /\
< E’:Env, S’’:Store > := makeActualParams(E:Env, S’:Store,
P:SimpleVarList, VL:ValueList) /\
< E’’:Env, N:Store > := initAutoVars(E’:Env, S’’:Store,
A:VarList) /\
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< B:Block, {(env : E’’:Env),(st : N:Store),PR’:PreRecord} > =>
< C:Comp , {(env : E’’:Env),(st : N’:Store),PR’’:PreRecord} > .
endm
First the actual parameters (EL:ExprList) are evaluated. Then the ab-
straction (lambda(P:SimpleVarList ; A:VarList ; B:Block)) bound to the func-
tion name (F:SimpleVar) is retrieved from the environment (E:Env). A new
environment (E’’:Env) is created as an extension to E:Env with new bindings
for the actual parameters and the local variables. Finally the function body
(B:Block) is evaluated within this new environment (E’’:Env). The processes
of creating the new environment with the actual parameters and of initializing
local variables are encapsulated within the abstract functions makeActualParams
and initAutoVars.
A key point about the use of abstract sorts and functions in our proposed
methodology is that we always remain free to change such concrete repre-
sentations in a language extension, which could either change the concrete
representations of stores and environments, or add new ﬁelds to the record,
such as a ﬁeld for input-output: the point is that the semantic rules will not
have to be changed. We can illustrate these ideas by means of the extension
units.maude of our bc semantics in the spirit of [8], so that a bc program
can be annotated with information about the physical units (meters, seconds,
kilograms, etc.) that it manipulates. In this extension, the concrete repre-
sentation of stores has to be changed: they now map a location to a pair,
with ﬁrst component the concrete numerical value, and second component an
abstract unit value, indicating which kind of unit the value corresponds to.
The following Maude equations specify how the update-env-st abstract
function updates the (extended) store with a pair of a numerical (rational)
value and a unit. There are similar equations for updating the store with
plain units and values.
--- Update with rational-unit pair.
eq update-env-st(< [ V:Var, L:Loc ] CE:CEnv > ,
< [ L:Loc, RP:RUPair ] RS:RUStore > , V:Var, RP’:RUPair) =
< < [ V:Var, L:Loc ] CE:CEnv > , < [ L:Loc, RP’:RUPair ]
RS:RUStore > > .
eq update-env-st(< CE:CEnv > , < RS:RUStore > , V:Var, RP:RUPair) =
< < [ V:Var, newLoc(< CE:CEnv >) ] CE:CEnv > ,
< [ newLoc(< CE:CEnv >), RP:RUPair ] RS:RUStore > > [owise] .
The ﬁrst equation updates the store (< [ L:Loc, RP:RUPair ] RS:RUStore
>) with a rational-unit pair (RP’:RUPair) at the location (L:Loc) bound to a
variable (V:Var) in the environment (< [ V:Var, L:Loc ] CE:CEnv >). The case
when a variable (V:Var) does not appear in the environment (< CE:CEnv >) is
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handled by the second equation. In that case, a new location (newLoc(< CE:CEnv
>) must be created and bound to the variable in the environment (< [ V:Var,
newLoc(< CE:CEnv >) ] CE:CEnv > ). The rational-unit pair (RP:RUPair) is then
stored in the new location ([ newLoc(< CE:CEnv >), RP:RUPair ]) and inserted
into the store (< [ newLoc(< CE:CEnv >), RP:RUPair ] RS:RUStore >).
To illustrate the use of such an extension, let us consider the evaluation of
the bc program
< print(x + y) ; , { env : < mt-env > , st : < mt-rs > } >
that produces the following output.
< << 0,fail >>,{(env : < mt-env >),(st : < mt-rs >),output : 0} >
When the bc program print(x + y) ; is evaluated in the context of an
empty environment (< mt-env >) and an empty store (< mt-st >) the output is
0 but the resulting unit is fail. This is so because the units of x and y were
not declared; therefore the unit of the addition is fail. Such a declaration is
possible using the annotation assume (not shown in the example) which would
not generate a fail unit. The actual result depends on the speciﬁed unit
algebra, but could be simply the unit of x.
The fundamental point about the extension units.maude is that the se-
mantic rules do not have to be modiﬁed: we only need to add some extra
equations specifying how update-env-st and the other abstract functions be-
have on the new concrete representations. There is however one caveat: if,
as in [8], we had wanted to monitor the execution of programs in the ex-
tended language, a nonmodular extension would seem to be required. One
interesting possibility is to investigate the use of reﬂection and strategies in
such monitoring, so that the semantic rules remain unchanged, and the mon-
itoring corresponds to a diﬀerent dimension of modularity, namely a strategy
overseeing the application of the standard semantic rules.
A third semantics for GNU bc, speciﬁed in equational-bc.maude, illus-
trates a very general point already mentioned, namely, that our methodology
applies almost verbatim (with equations now playing the analogous role of
rewrite rules) to speciﬁcations in the MEL sublogic. This means that we
get as well a modular algebraic semantics variant of our methods. This is
of great practical interest in semantic deﬁnitions of deterministic languages,
such as imperative sequential languages like GNU bc, for which the equational
semantics is in fact more suitable.
We illustrate the use of semantic equations by means of language fragments
for variable assignment and function declaration in bc. By comparing with the
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analogous semantic rules given earlier, there emerges a clear parallel between
the use of rewrites in the conditions of a conditional rule and the corresponding
use of matching equations in its equational counterpart. For example, in the
condition of our earlier semantic rule for variable assignment there were two
rewrite conditions and a matching equation. In the conditional equation below
each of these three conditions now becomes a matching equation. Note, for
example, how the result of evaluating the expression E:Expr in the assignment is
now extracted by matching the variable SV:SVal in the ﬁrst matching equation.
ceq < SV:SimpleVar = E:Expr ; B:Block , {(env : E:Env),(st : S:Store),
PR:PreRecord} > =
< C:Comp , {(env : E:Env),(st : S’’’:Store),PR’’:PreRecord} >
if < SV:SVal, {(env : E:Env),(st : S’:Store),PR’:PreRecord} > :=
< E:Expr , {(env : E:Env),(st : S:Store),PR:PreRecord } > /\
< E’:Env , S’’:Store > :=
update-env-st(E:Env, S’:Store, SV:SimpleVar, SV:SVal) /\
< C:Comp, {(env : E’:Env),(st : S’’’:Store),PR’’:PreRecord} > :=
< B:Block , {(env : E’:Env),(st : S’’:Store),PR’:PreRecord} > .
Similarly, in a function declaration the evaluation of the program (Q:Block)
that follows a function declaration is also speciﬁed by a matching equation.
ceq < define F:SimpleVar(P:SimpleVarList){auto A:VarList ; B:Block } ;
Q:Block ,
{ (env : E:Env), PR:PreRecord } > =
< C:Comp , {(env : E:Env), PR’:PreRecord } >
if E’:Env := override(E:Env, F:SimpleVar,
lambda(P:SimpleVarList ; A:VarList ; B:Block)) /\
< C:Comp , {(env : E’:Env),PR’:PreRecord } > :=
< Q:Block , {(env : E’:Env),PR:PreRecord } > .
The ﬁle equational-bc.maude with our purely equational modular seman-
tics of bc can be found in http://formal.cs.uiuc.edu/meseguer/modular.
Of course, for concurrent languages like CCS, rewriting logic speciﬁcations
are still the right formalism to use. In general, however, modular semantic
deﬁnitions will involve both equations and rules. For example, if we were to ex-
tend bc with threads, then deﬁning its sequential part with equations and its
concurrent features with rules would be the most natural axiomatization, and
also the most state space eﬃcient to perform formal analysis such as breadth
ﬁrst search and model checking.
5 Concluding Remarks
We have proposed general methods for developing modular semantic deﬁni-
tions of programming languages in rewriting logic, and have demonstrated the
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practical use of our methods by means of two case studies: CCS and the GNU
bc language, both involving nontrivial language extensions.
Three important directions for future research include:
(i) gaining more extensive experience applying our methods to a wide range
of programming languages, and building a library of modular semantic
deﬁnitions of programming constructs of wide applicability;
(ii) using rewriting semantic deﬁnitions of programming languages as the core
of new software analysis tools in the spirit of [40,41,37,36,38,8,35,39,14,15],
adding new formal analysis capabilities in areas such as model checking
of abstractions and theorem proving support; and
(iii) extending our methods to a truly concurrent semantics to make them
particularly well suited for specifying mobile languages.
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